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Introduction is characterized by the strange attractor design 
with self-similar fractal geometrical structure. A 

The recently identified universal inverse power law selfsimilar object is characterized by its fractal di- 
form for the atmospheric eddy energy spectrum mension D which is equal to d ln M l d  ln R where 
of the meteorological and climatological scales of M is the mass contained within a &stance R in 
teIXIperature fluctuations indicates a close coupling the object. The physics of deterministic chaos is 
between the short a d  long term periodicities in not yet identified, Conclusive observational evi- 
weather cycles (Lovejoy and Schertzer, 1986). Nu- dence for the existence of deterministic chaos in 
merical weather prediction (NWP) n ~ ~ d e l s  have the planetary atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) 
had limited success because of the inherent non- was provided by Lovejoy and Schertzer (1986) who 
linearity ofthe governing equations which are sen- showed that the global cloud cover pattern ex- 
sitive to initial conditions and give chaotic soh- hibits fractal geometrical structure on scales rang- 
tions characteristic of deterministic chaos. In re- ing from the convective to the planetary scales. 
cent years there is growing conviction that NWP Further, the observed universal characteristic for 
models based on conventional meteorological con- shape and spectral slope of atmospheric eddy en- 
cepts and nonlinear partial differential equations ergy spectrum which follows an inverse power law 
are inherently unstable to computational approx- of the form f * where f is the frequency and b the 
imations and round-off errors and are therefore exponent ( ~ 1 . 8 )  is basically the l/f noise spec- 
incapable of improved performance with further trum generic to the field of chaos (Tang and Bak, 
increase in the resolution of the meteorological 1988). 
data network or computer precision and capacity 
(Lorenz, 1979; Weil, 1985; Mason, 1986; Lighthill, Conceptual model of chaos 
1986; Reinhold, 1987; Shepherd, 1987; Tennekes, 
1988). Accurate modelling of short and long term in the ABL 
weather phenomena therefore require alternative The turbulent shear flow in the ABL has an in- 
conceptual models of atmospheric flows with ro- herent mean flux of frictional 
bust computationaltechniques (Ottino et al., 1988). at the planetary surface. The turbulence 
In this Paper the newly emerging intensive re- scale flux is progressively -- 
search area of deterministic chaos is applied for at- plified in the vertical by buoyant energy supply 
mosPheric flows using the concePt of 'cellular from microscale fractional condensation by del- 
tomata' computational technique. The energetics iquescence even in an unsaturated environment 
of atmospheric are modelled and amplified further by the decrease 
stable scale invariant governing equations which of atmospheric density with height. Helical vortex 
Predict universal and unique s~atiotem~oral  Pat- (or large eddy) chcdations form as a natural 
terns for atmospheric flows. consequence of such turbulence scale buoyant en- 

ergy flux in the ABL and are manifested as cloud 
Deterministic chaos in the ABL streets and mesoscale cloud clusters (MCC) in the 

global cloud cover pattern (Mary Selvam, 1988a). 
Lorenz (1963) was the identify the Townsend (1956) has derived the following rela- 
tence of deterministic chaos in a mathematical tion between the root mean square (r.m.s) drcu- 
model of atmospheric flows derived by severe trun- lation speed w of the large eddy ofradius R which 
cation of the Navier-Stokes equations. Later ex- g,ws from the turbulence eddy of length 
tensive studies by other mathematical scientists and r.m.s circulation speed 
revealed the existence of deterministic chaos in all 
mathematical models of physical systems (Fair- W 2 = -w 2r 2 
bairn, 1986; Tavakol, 1988). The field'of chaos ~ T R  (I) 



The rising large eddy carries the turbulent eddies 
as internal circulations which mix the environmen- 
tal air into the large eddy volume. The steady 
state fractional volunie dilution k of the large eddy 
by turbulent eddy fluctuations is given as 

where w,  is the turbulence scale buoyant acceler- 
ation and d W  the corresponding acceleration of 
the large eddy. It may be computed and shown 
k > 0.5 for scale ratio Z < 10 where Z=R/r .  
Therefore identifiable large eddy growth occurs for 
scale ratios of 10 or xliore only since for smaller 
scale ratios the large eddy identity is erased by 
turbulent mixing. Large eddy growth therefore 
occurs in successive decadic scale range intervals 
giving rise to the observed coherent cloud struc- 
tures which consist of a hierarchy of turbulent, 
convective, xneso-, synoptic and planetary scale 
eddies, the larger eddies containing the inherent 
smaller eddies as internal circulations. Integrating 
(2) for large eddy growth starting from the turbu- 
lence scale length a at the planetary surface, the 
growth occurring at discrete length step intervals 
dR=r we obtain 

w* 
W = -1nZ 

k 
k = 0.4 for Z = 10. The model therefore pre- 
dicts logarithmic spiral airflow in the ABL with 
the von Karman's constant k being equal to 0.4 as 
a natural consequence of the eddy growth mech- 
anism by the universal period doubling route to 
chaos. The von Karman's constant is therefore 
more universal than the Feigenbaum's constants 
for organised chaos. The above concept of large 
eddy growth from nlicroscopic dornain eddy dy- 
namical processes is analogous the computational 
techniques of 'cellular automata' and 'niolecular 
dynamics' recently being applied for fluid flow sim- 
ulations (Hayot, 1987; Rapaport, 1988). The str- 
ange attractor design traced by the atmospheric 
flow trajectories therefore consists of a nested con- 
tinuum of logarithmic spiral curves, each spiral 
consisting of the upward and corresponding return 
downward flow. Further, it may be shown (Mary 
Selvam, 1988b) that the period doubling growth of 
eddies in atmospheric flows gives successive eddy 
lengths following the Fibonacci number sequence 
as a natural consequence, one complete vortex roll 
circulation being coiiipleted in five length step in- 
crernents each on either side of the priniary per- 
turbation. The internal structure of one complete 

Figure 1: The internal structure of the large eddy 
circulation pattern in the ABL. A primary tur- 
bulence scale perturbation ROO generates com- 
pensating return circulations on either side along 
isosceles triangles of successively increasing base 
lengths (large eddy radii) OR1, OR2, OR3, OR4, 
ORs such. that the winding number OR2/0RI = 
OR3/ORz = . . . . = 4 + 1/2 = golden 
mean. The internal structure of one complete 
vortex roll (large eddy) circulation with the Fi- 
bonacci (golden mean) winding number consists 
of the quasiperiodic Penrose tiling pattern formed 
by a mosaic of fat and thin rhombi as shown sep- 
arately. 

vortex roll circulation (Fig. 1 )  consists of bal- 
anced counter rotating circulations tracing out the 
quasi-periodic Penrose tiling pattern identified as 
the quasicrystalline structure in condensed matter 
physics (Janssen, 1988). The short range balance 
requirements of the eddy circulations with the Fi- 
bonacci winding number impose long range orien- 
tational order in the quasicrystalline structure for 
large eddies in atmospheric flows and is consistent 
with the observed long range spatiotemporal cor- 
relations of weather phenomena e.g., the El Niiio 
Southern Oscillation (ENSO) cycle. 

Dominant weather cycles (Limit cycles) 

It was shown above that identifiable large eddy 
growth occurs for successive decadic scale range 
intervals. Therefore frolxi (1) the following rela- 
tions are derived for the length and time scales 
for the liillit cycles in atiliospheric flows. 



The 40-50 day oscillations in the general circula- Conclusioli 
tion and the ENS0 phenomena may possibly arise 
froIn the durnal surface heating since they corre- The deterininistic chaos model for atmospheric 

spend respectively t,o t,lle first and second decadic flows ellables t , ~  predict the observed meteorologi- 

scale range of growt,h (3 ) .  Similarly the QBO cal and clilnatological periodicities as Simple mul- 
(Quasi-biennial OsciUatioI1) lllay arise as a result, tiples of solar insolation related funda~liental pe- 
of the semi-diurnal pressure oscillation (QBO z riodicities in the ABL. 

0.5 day x 40'. The 20-year periodicity in solar 
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